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Objectives: Provide a list of members, empirical isochornes, luminosity and mass 
functions of the nearby, young open cluster IC 4665. 

The initial mass function is a fundamental 
parameter of stellar formation and evolution. 
 
It is roughly known for intermediate masses but large 
uncertainties are still present for high and low mass stars. 

	

† The DANCe Team is a group of international researchers working on the Dynamical Analysis of Nearby Clusters. 
More information at http://project-dance.com.                    
Contact: nuria.miret-roig@u-bordeaux.fr. 

Observations 

Figure 1. Composite image of the center of IC 4665. In red circles 
the sources in the Gaia DR2 catalogue. Many sources are beyond the 
detection limit of Gaia. 



Results Methodology 

Encouraging preliminary results: 

Figure 2. Venn diagram 
representing the candidate 
members identified in this 
work, the Gaia DR2 members 
[2] + [3] and the members 
from [5]. We note that this last 
one has a largely contaminated 
simple. 

Figure 3. HR diagram of the IC4665 open cluster. The members of the 
cluster are color coded according to their membership probability. The 
kernel density estimation of the field is represented in the background. We 
note we have contamination from the field, specially for the low-mass stars. 
We are working on improve the performance of the membership analysis. 



Conclusions 

We find 484 members in IC 4665 using the 
Gaia DR2 catalogue, 193 of which are new 
members. 

Future work 
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Figure 4. Vector point diagram of the IC4665 open cluster. The members of 
the cluster are color coded according to their membership probability. The 
kernel density estimation of the field is represented in the background. We 
note we have contamination from the field, specially for the low-mass stars. 
We are working on improve the performance of the membership analysis. 


